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Preface
The Btlngalozu Book: W h a t is it all about, anyzuay?
It was a hot day in August, 1990 ... Well, that's not exactly how a book on Paleoceanology is supposed to start, I
guess. It was a hot day in August 1990, anyway, that the man in charge of the GEOMAR staff, guided me
(HCH) from the GEOMAR main building to the Bungalow.
Recently graduated, I was lucky enough to get the opportunity to carry out my PhD thesis in the Department of Paleoceanology of the famous GEOMAR Research Center. Thus, I was a bit confused to leave the main
building that housed so many well known researchers, and walk past the fish wl~olesalersand canneries, Gerd
Rost's Auto Garage, a run-down green warehouse, and a few shipping containers, only to reach thc
"Bungalow".
Flat-roofed, painted in a dirty white color it sat in the corner of a parking place. Wild herbs crept over the
three steps to the entrance door, and a young willow tree was busy breaking through the concrete of the upper
steps. Altogether, it looked like a cheap 1970ies spectacle frame that somebody had forgotten to throw awajr.
To be honest, I didn't exactly love it from the first glance but that soon changed. I was welcomed with a
good cup of coffee, while at least 3 radios (all tuned to different stations) provided the typical sound of micropaleontologists at work at their microscopes. Four of the five offices were occupied at that time; all of the office
doors stood ajar to allow communication between those who formed the genuine "Bungalow Crew". Tl~erewas
Michaela Kubiscl~who was finishing her PhD thesis on dropstones in Arctic sediments; Henning Baucl~,Stefan
Nees, and Uli Struck working on their PhD theses on foraminifers of the Nordic Seas, and Mike Kamninski, l~alfway through his post doc at GEOMAR, working on agglutinated foraminifera from the Norwegian Sea. Happy
with the frank atmosphere, I took the empty office that I would be occupying during the next 4 1/ 2 years wl~ilst
working on sediments of the Skagerrak for my PhD thesis, and later on Laptev Sea data during a post-doc.
T11e early years of 1990-91 were genuinely exciting times - we witnessed the fall of the Berlin wall and the
re-unification of Germany; we listened attentively to the BBC world service 011 Mike's shortwave radio for the
latest news when Saddam Hussain's forces invaded Kuwait; and we played host for the first visits to GEOMAR
by Russian researchers and research ships as the spirit of scientific cooperation extended further to the Bast.
When the situation arose the Bungalow Crew always banded together in mutual support, whctl~erto lend a
hand to unpack a shipping container, or in joyful times to celebrate the birth of a child.
During the year I (MAK) spent at the Bungalow, surprisingly enougl~,the language of choice spoken at
most times was English. Jorn Thiede had originally suggested that I take up residence in the Bungalow because
he thought that having a n English-speaking post doc among the PhD students housed there would be a good
influence. Whether the influence was good or not is a matter of opinion, but our secluded location at the corncr
of a shipping container storage lot did mean that we developed a special sort of comradery that is rare in other
places. The Bungalow was surrounded by shipping containers that served as portable laboratories - and as we
had the only comfort/kitchen facilities in the immediate area - our ranks always grew in number during thc
morning coffee break. Stefan Lammers, Ingo Wollenburg, and others who worked in the laboratory containers
would join us reg~ilarlyfor coffee. Because the Bungalow had turned into a little English-speaking corner of
GEOMAR, Rainer Zahn (recently returned from Canada), Robin and Angela Keir (just arrived from Scripps),
and Ron Boyd (spending his sabbatical at GEOMAR) became frequent guests who visited us from the other
buildings. Every now and then Jorn Tluede (who also was the supervisor of all the students' theses projects)
popped in for coffee, which gave us the feeling that we hadn't been quite forgotten by the rest of the world.
Taking into account the Bungalow computer and telephone equipment as well as the frequent burglar raids
(and last but not least the wasps' nests during summer ...) we were very much convinced that the ~ u n g a l o wwas
situated in the outer perimeter of Jurassic Park.
Our humble Bungalow actually served as a hospitality centre for some important visitors as well. Jeno Nagy
came down from Oslo to spend a couple of weeks working with Mike on the agglutinated foraminifera from
the Barents Sea, and Stan Geroch travelled from Krakow to spend a week at the Bunglow working on the
taxonomy of agglutinated foraminifera from the Indian Ocean and North Atlantic. Jlirg Mutterlose paid a brief
visit to collaborate with Mike 011 the ODP Leg 123 biostratigraphical syntl~esischapter. These meetings
provided a convenient excuse for some welcome social activity, and on one melnorable occasion the whole
Bu11galow crew went out for a nice Chinese meal with one of the distinguisl~edvisitors. Against this
background of a warm and friendly working environment scientific cooperation flourished, and some of the
scientific results of this joint research are presented in this book.
Fluctuations in the Bungalow Crew were, however, immense. Michaela passed her PhD the following
winter and Mike left the Bungalow in April 1991 to become a lecturer at University College London. Soon after
Stefan, Uli, and Henning also left in order to occupy an office in the new "SFB 313" (Special Research Project
313: Environmental Change: The Northern North Atlantic) building at Kiel University. In the following 111onths
a number of people moved into the bungalow only to leave it again after a couple of weeks. Meanwhile,
Henning and Uli passed their PhDs, and Britta Jiinger moved in to carry out her PhD thesis on deep-water
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renewal in the Greenland Sea. Horst Bohrmann was in the Bungalow for one year in which he participated in
ODP Leg 135, while Helge Meggers and Harry Andruleit con~pletedtheir diploma theses in the Bungalow
before they started off PhDs at Kiel and Bremen Universities. Although not based in Kiel, Martin Antonow had
his place in the Bungalow, where he carried out the major part of his PhD thesis on sedimentation arourtd the
Vesteris Seanlount in the Greenland Sea. Jan Rumohr joined the crew in 1992 to fulfill his duties as the man in
charge of the Steno-Lab for the disabled at GEOMAR, and to work on sedimentologic aspects of the Barents
and Norwegian shelves. Jens MatthieBen became a honorary guest of the Bungalow. Abandoning his office in
the main building (and sometimes also sacrificing precious time for his research on dinoflagellates of the Baltic
Sea and the North Atlantic) he shared more than one night shift in the Bungalow writing research proposals.
The same day at the end of 1993, Stefan, who was still based at the SFB 313, and myself (HCH) passed our
PhDs. Harry Hommers joined the Bungalow crew to start off his P11D on planktic foraminifers from the Arctic
and Antarctic, and among one or two other students Susanne Geiselhart and Niels Andresen finished their
diploma theses under the roof of the Bungalow. Peter Goldschmidt moved into the Bungalow after having
finished his PhD thesis on sedimentological aspects of the Greenland Sea. Stefan Nees returned to the
Bungalow in 1995 after a one-year post doc at the ANU in Canberra, Australia. I (EICH) left the Bungalow 111
1995 after a 1 year post-doc working on Laptev Sea oceanography to commence a post-doc with Mike at
University College London. Michaela Kubisch, Jan Rumohr, Stefan Nees, Harry Hornmers, and the diploma
studei~tsClaudia Didik, Jan Malte Wolfsdorf, Carmen Jung, and Jan Helll-tke formed the last of the B u n g a l o ~ ~
Crew.

The CEOMAR Bungalow, drawn by Jaroslaw Migacz (after a photograph taken by Claudia Didii.)
While it was always an event of fun and joy to visit the Bungalow, its future existence is jeopardized if not
already over. A new research centre has been built at GEOMAR and the Bungalow Crew had to vacate the
building as leaks in the roof of the Bungalow began to adversely affect the safety of the whole structure. It is
planned to either modernize the Bungalow and/or turn it into a guest house in the future. However, rumours
that the Bungalow will be pulled down because of its rotten structure and the potential of asbestos
contamination are resurfacing with even greater intensity.
Already several years ago we were planning to collect scientific papers from the Bungalow Crwe to t ~ ~ r n
them into a book. On one of those hot August afternoons one of us (MAK) had just returned home to the
bunglow after a long and tiring visit in Tiibingen (to assist with the editing of the Proceedings of the Third
Internatioi~alWorkshop on Agglutinated Foramininfera). As the Bungalow Crew was sitting on the front steps
enjoying lunch, we began talking about colnpiling our joint results into a coherent thematic volume. After all,
the one thing we all had in common was our shared interest in the paleoceanograylly of the northern North
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Atlantic. We all agreed it was a worthwhile undertaking. However, everybody knows about the gap between
talk~ngabout something and actually doing it ... All the students at the tiine unanimously agreed that the first
step was to write their thesis - then they could prepare a chapter for a book. Our plans had to wait 011 a back
burner for a few years - and the book really began as a project coordinated in London by "Bungalow
Graduates". Therefore, we take pride in presenting the project that carried the working title "The Bungabook"
during the past 18 months. We are also grateful to the Grzybowski Foundation which gives the book a scientific
home. Unfortunately, not everyone from the Bungalow was able to spare the time in order to write an original
paper - we also regret that we could only accept papers that dealt with scientific aspects of the Nortlr Atlr711trc

The papers
The book we present here contains original refereed articles on various topics relating to the ~nicropalcontology
and paleoceanography of the northern North Atlantic. It is chronologically organized starting with a paper that
deals with Paleogene sediments from the Barents Sea and ending with a study of the seasonal developlnent of
coccolitl~ophorecommunities in the Norwegian-Greenland Sea in the years 1990, 1991, and 1995. Two
additional papers introduce a new benthic foraminifer species and a new planktic foralninifer morphotypc,
respectively. Last not least, one paper highlights an important link between micropaleontology and
sedimentology .
In particular, the following papers are included: Nagyet 01. present a study that focuses on the PaleocencEocene transition as recorded in clastic sediments of the Torsk Formation located in the T r o m s ~Basin. Paleoenvironment reconstructions from 3.2-0.8 Ma in the Rockall Plateau area based on coccolitl~and planktic
foraminifer data are presented by Meggers & Baumann. Struck focuses on the late Quaternary productivityclimate relation of benthic foraminifers from the Norwegian-Greenland Sea, whereas Bauch's paper places particular emphasis on the planktic foraminifer and stable isotope records of the northern North Atlantic.
Antonow et 01. elucidate the late Pleistocene paleoceanographic setting around the Vesferis seamount in the
Greenland Sea. Analyzing ice-rafted material from the Norwegian-Greenland Sea, Goldschmidt presents an
IRD classification scheme that suggests sources and timing of ice surges during the past ca. 170,000 years.
Costello & Bauch present benthic foraminifer productivity records related to climate change from the Iceland
Plateau. Matthiessen & Baumann's paper shows significantly changing s ~ ~ r f a cwater
e
conditiol~soff eastern
Greenland through the late Weicl~selianand the Holocene as inferred fro111 dinoflagellate cyst records. Nees
I
relation between benthic foraminifera1 records from the Rockall Plateau up to the Fram Strait
focuses ~ I the
and atmospheric temperature reconstructions at the termination of the last glacial. Hass shows if ancl 11onl
benthic foraminifers from the North Sea react to late Holocene climate fluctuations as well as recent and
subrecent agglutinated foraminifer assemblages from the Skagerrak. Haumann et nl. highlight the reaction ot
calcareous phytoplankton during low production phases throughout the Norwegian-Greenland Sea. Kaminski
171. present new insights into seasonally changing microhabitats of live benthic foraminifers from the New
Jersey continental margin. Kaininski & Geroch's paper introduces a new agglutinated foraminifer species that
turns out to be a stratigraphic index species for the Eocene to Miocene interval. Hommers introduces a new
pnclzyder~w(sin) that is distributed in the high
morphotype of the planktic foraminifer species Neo~loboql~ndrinn
latitudes of both hemispheres. Finally, Michels & Meggers' investigations cast new light on the ultrastruct~lreol
planktic foraminifer tests in order to provide a means for differentiation of effects of dissolution and those
produced through bed-load transport.
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This book would have never come to fruition witho~ltthe efforts of a number of people who carried out the
scientific reviews, the language reviews, and final proof readings of the papers as well as tl~osewho helped in
many ways during the production of the book.
The editors especially acknowledge scientific reviews by (alphabetical order): E. Alve (Oslo, Norway), W.
Austin (Durl~ain,UK), K.-H. Baumann (Bremen, Germany), H. Bergsten (Goteborg, Sweden), A. Holbourn
(London, UK; Kiel, Germany), K.L. Knudsen (Aarhus, Denmark), W. Kuhnt ( ~ i f l Germany),
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M . Maslin
(London, UK), J. MatthieBen (Bremerhaven, Germany), J. Murray (Southhampton, UK), J. Nagy (Oslo,
Norway), K. Nordberg (Goteborg, Sweden), H. Schulz (Hannover, Germany), M.-S. Seidenkrantz (Aarhus,
Denmark), R. Spielhagen (Kiel, Germany), M. Spindler (Kiel, Germany), R. Stein (Bremerhaven, Germany), J.
Young (London, UK), as well as two anonymous referees.
Language reviews and technical aid provided by A. Holbourn (London, UK; Kiel, Germany), Claudia Djdii.
(Kiel, Germany), S. Kinsey (Kiel, Germany), P. Goldschlnidt (Kiel, Germany), T. Paramor (London, UK), and R.
Preece (London, UK) are greatly acknowledged. B. Fiirst (Freiberg, Germany) considerably accelerated the
coinputerized type setting process.
We thank the Grzybowski Foundation for including this book into their Special Publication Series Last but
not least, the editors would like to thank all the authors w l ~ ocontributed original papers to this special
publication of the Grzybowski Foundation, and who showed patience and discipline during review, revision
and typesetting processes

This book is dedicated to all the people of the Bungalow and those of kindred spirit in the past, present and
future. The GEOMAR Bungalow may not survive another season, but the spirit of collaboration and
companionship will long outlive the physical str~lcturethat once contained it.
Christian Hass and Mike Karninski
Kiel/London, May 1997
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MICROPALEONTOLOGY AND PALEOCEANOGRAPHY OF THE NORTHERN
NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN
A foreword by
JORN THIEDEIJ~
and PRISKA S C H A F E R ~ , ~
'GEOMAR Research Center for marine C;eosciences of Kiel University, Wischl1ofstrai2e 1-3, D-24148 Kiel,
Germany

LSonderforschu~gsbereicl~
313 ("Veranderungen der Umwelt: Der nordlicl~eNordatlantik") of Kiel University,
Heinrich-Hecl~t-Platz10, D-24118 Kiel, Germany

'Geologisc11-Palaontologisches Institut und Museum der Christiar-Albrechts-Universitatzu Kiel, Olsl~ausenstraRe 40, D-24118 Kiel, Germany

This collection of papers about a variety of themes on the micropaleontology and paleoceanography of the
northern North Atlantic Ocean wlucl~is being published by the Grzybowski Foundation tells the storv of some
exceptional coincidences, namely of an exciting scientific subject, of young scientific entrepreneurs, of a small
building housing this young group of researchers in the sometimes depressing surrounding of an old factory
complex, and of a new Europe.
T11e scientific subject is of immediate concern to northwestern Europe, if not to the entire northern
Hemisphere. There is no question that many aspects of climatic zonation, in particular its regional pert~~rbation
over NW Europe has much to do with the fact the the geologically young northernmost Nortl~Atlantic Oceall
allows the exchange of surface as well as deep water masses between the Arctic Ocean and the tempcrate to
tropical Atlantic. In modern times, during the present interglacial, the North Atlantic Drift and its northward
continuation, the Norwegian Current, are advecting much heat to high northern latitudes that entire NW
Europe including its extreme northern parts enjoy a climate which is favorable for the highly developed
modern ~ ~ ~ r societies
o ~ e living
~ n in these territories. Based on the long oceanographic tradition and t-11t.
original definition of the ~ o r w e g i j n
Current by the Norwegian oceanographer ~ o h in
n the 19th cent~lry,it is
pertinent that Hans Holtedahl (1959) from the same university was the first one to take a series of sediment
cores across the Norwegian current and to detect that the Norwegian-Greenland Sea not all that long ago was
ice covered and interglacial conditions only developed in the course of the last deglaciation. Today we k n o ~ '
that interglacials are indeed exceptional and that they represent short spells of interruptions of a long history of
glacial paleoenvironments. Since the interglacial inflow of temperate to the Norwegian-Greenland Sea is
balanced by the outflow of cold and sometimes ice-covered waters of the East Greenland current as well by the
overflow across the Greenland-Scotland Ridge of deep, cold and oxygen-rich waters feeding the North Atlantic
Deep Water, this small subbasin of the world Ocean is today influencing the environment of our entire globe.
Studies which allow to tap the history of paleoclimate in this region which is highly sensitive to change are
therefore in the limelight of many nations which are directly or indirectly concerned about t11e possibility oi
change in the near future. The SFB 313 ("Sonderforscl~ungsbereich313: Veranderungen der Umwelt: Der
nordliche Nordatlantik", Kiel University 1985-1998) from which many of the studies publisl~edin this book
originated is only but one in the concert of international efforts which conducted by European and North
American nations with the aim to unravel the recent, historic and potentially future impact of processes in t11c
Norwegian-Greenland Sea on the global climate. Based on substantial funding relatively large
paleoceanographic communities have developed on both sides of the Atlantic to collaborate and sometiines to
friendly compete in attempts to solve the causal relationships generating the fast and dramatic climate changes
of the late Cenozoic. This book will therefore only be one in considerable series of publications all c l o s i ~ ~ing
onto attempts to describe this history as detailed hs possible and draw information from these st~tdiestor an
evaluation of future properties of marine and terrestrial habitats in and around the North Atlantic. Major
scientific investigations with this aim are today conducted by the international Ocean Drilling Program
("North Atlantic-Arctic Ocean Gateway-program), by the PONAM (Polar North Atlantic Margins)-program of
the European Science Foundation, by the "Climate and Ozone-Program" of Norwegian research instit~~tions
and
some major research establishments in Russia, USA, UK and France, to name a few.
Beside the research subject, however, this book tells also the story of a young, entl~usiasticancl
internationally oriented group of researchers who converged for some linuted time in the so-called "K~ui~galow"
on the premises of the former "Seefischmarkt"(=fish market) which had been established in difficult times after
the second world war on the eastern shores of Kiel Bay. Somebody had forgotten to demolish the "Bungalow"

and in times when space for research is scarce it did not take long time before even this building was occ~~picd.
The "Bungalow" was neither elegant nor suited for science as described vividly in the "preface" of the editors of
this book. However, it obviously offered something which is often lacking in new buildings, i~amely
"atmospliere" where graduate students were able to work towards tlieir masters- and PhD-theses, loosely
supervised by some postdocs and the academic staff of the SFB 313 and of GEOMAR. Other parts of the SFB
and of GEOMAR were housed in much more comfortable offices, and in close neighbourhood the "Bungalow"crew could see the new building of GEOMAR rising. Times are changing and today this group has partly
spread to other countries, other institutions, though some remain in Kiel. But obviously all carry sonie fond
memories of their time in the "Bungalow" because otherwise they would not have been willing to sacrifice tlicir
time and efforts to contribute to this book.
T11c book reflects also some of the changes which have aftected Europe over the past decade. Tlic book is
being published by tlie Grzybowski Foundation which is an international foundation associated wit11 tlie
Geological Society of Poland and which promotes as well as supports research and education in tlie field of
micropaleontology. Tlie foundation is housed at the Geological Museum of the Jagellonian University in
Krakbw, Poland. Since the SFB 313 is project funded through support froni tlie C<ernianResearch Foundation
(DFG=Deutsclie Forschungsgemeinschaft) and through Kiel University by the State goverment of SchleswigHolstein, most of the authors are German. Most have not remained at Kiel University after completing thcir
degree, but have moved on to virtually all major marine geoscientific research institutio~isill Germany, sollie of
which have only been founded after the reunification of the former East and West C<ermany.Thc list of authors
shows also cl~aracteristicswhich are typically for these changing times. Some of the papers have been a~~tliored
by a colleague originally from the US, and another author is froni one of tlie "Neue Bundesltinder". Another
paper originated mainly from Oslo documenting the close relationship which have developed between thc
geoscientific institutions of Oslo and Kiel Universities. The book is a good document for the new tiines in
Europe, for the growth of paleoceanography and for the internationalization of the marine geosciences.
Oslo/Kiel, Jan. 1997

